
National 5 English

Reading for UAE

(Understanding, Analysis, 
Evaluation)

TAKE NOTE OF ALL OF THE TIPS!

English Department



Types of Questions
• U = Understanding 

You are being asked WHAT the writer says

You should answer in your own words

• A = Analysis 

You are being asked HOW the writer says something

You should quote and explain

• E = Evaluation

You are being asked HOW WELL the writer says 
something

You should give your own opinion and include a 
quotation as

supporting evidenceTIP: FOLLOW ALL THE ADVICE CAREFULLY



How marks are assigned
 In a 2 mark question:

You will gain 1 mark for apt quotation/1 mark 
for

accurate analysis 

 4 mark questions = you are required to give 2 
pieces of detailed analysis. However, it is 
advisable to include 4 examples in your answer! 

(If you are under pressure for time, leave plenty 
of space and return to questions at the end!)

 For questions which ask for reference to 
features of language/writer’s use of language –
you must refer to two different techniques

TIP: FOLLOW ALL THE ADVICE CAREFULLY



Understanding Questions

• Quote a short phrase and EXPLAIN 
ITS MEANING IN YOUR OWN 
WORDS

• Bullet point your answer
• Avoid being vague
• Ensure the number of points you make 

match the number of marks eg. a 3 
mark question requires you to write 3 
bullet points...

SQA TIP: DON’T WASTE TIME!
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Understanding Questions
You will recognise this type of question 

when you see any of the following:
 Explain in your own words
Or
Identify (reasons)
Or
Give reasons
Or 
Summarise

• SQA TIP: DON’T WASTE TIME!SQA TIP: DON’T WASTE TIME!
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Link Question (U)
To answer a  link question you must do the 

following four things:

1.Quote specific words or a phrase which  link back 
to the ideas in the previous paragraphs

2.Summarise the specific  ideas in your own words

3.Quote specific words or a phrase which link 
forward to the ideas in the following paragraphs

4.Summarise the specific  ideas in your own words

Tip: Quote + link back/summarise
Quote +link forward/summarise



Link (U)
As well as the 4 step approach, you may be able to identify 
specific words which indicate a change in the writer’s stance 
or opinion.
You should look out for words such as:
• But
• Yet
• However
• Although

If one of these words is present, you should begin your 
answer by quoting the word and stating its purpose:
For example: 

‘The word ‘But’ indicates a change in the ideas being 
presented from paragraph X to  paragraph Y.’ 

Then, summarise the ideas illustrated by X and Y.
Tip: ‘But’, ‘However’, ‘Yet’ immediately changes an argument. 

It is possible to gain 2 marks here! 
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Analysis Questions
You will recognise this type of question when you see any of 

the following:
 How 
OR
 How well
OR
 Analyse 
OR
 Comment on the writer’s use of language/language 

features/word choice/ imagery...
OR
 Evaluate
OR 
 Identify/Explain HOW* (in this case the word ‘how’

alongside ‘identify’ or ‘explain’  means it is an analysis 
question rather than understanding)

SQA TIP: READ THE QUESTIONS VERY CAREFULLY AND THINK!
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Word Choice Questions
• Write the sub-heading Word Choice (this

will be particularly useful when answering
‘language’ questions)

• Word choice

• “ “ has connotations of........

• which skilfully suggests that..........

• therefore the writer makes it clear
that....... (refer back to the question)

TIP:IF YOU HAVE TIME, INCLUDE 2 EXAMPLES OF WORD CHOICE!
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Sentence Structure Questions

• Write the sub-heading

• Sentence Structure

• State the technique used (eg. list, 
repetition..) and include a line 
number/short quotation

• allows the writer to......

• Therefore the writer makes it clear 
that..(refer back to the question)

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY
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Sentence Structure questions

Technique

• Lists

• Complex list 
(separated by semi-
colons)

Impact/Effect

• convey the range*, 
the scope/scale of 
something; suggests 
multiplicity of…

• range* of things; 
scale of the 
argument; so many 
related ideas/points

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Sentence Structure

Technique

•Repetition 
Impact/Effect

• suggests endless 
range* of...

• intensifies the 
writer’s point/feelings 
about...

• stresses something
within the structure 
(perhaps writer’s 
attitude or range of...)

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Sentence Structure

Technique

• Repetitive 
structures

•Parallel 
structures

Impact/Effect

• Drives home the 
writer’s point/feelings

• Stresses or 
intensifies the 
writer’s point/feelings

• Highlights a contrast
between the ideas 
within the parallelism

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Sentence Structure

Technique

• Short 
sentences

• balanced sentences
.......;..........

Impact/Effect

• the brevity of the 
sentence conveys the 
writer’s certainty, 
assurance, conviction 
etc

• declarative!
• dramatic impact
• highlight a contrast to 

stress a point/make an 
idea more forcefully

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Sentence Structure

Technique

• Parenthesis

(   )

--

, ,

Impact/Effect
• An aside which is key to the 

development of TONE*:
 snide aside
 humorous aside
 comic aside
 sneering aside
 sarcastic aside
 Thus, acts to stress writer’s 

point/feeling/attitude
• Allows writer to exemplify 

something

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Sentence Structure - Punctuation

Technique

• colon or single dash

• exclamation mark

• use of questions

Impact/Effect

• introduces a detailed 
explanation of...; an 
expansion of...; a list of 
the...

• suggests the writer’s 
incredulity/anger/mock 
emotion

• conveys the writer’s 
doubt/uncertainty/scepticis
m; conveys an oppositional 
stance; pleading quality

SQA TIP: QUOTE EXAMPLE (in short) AND EXPLAIN FULLY!



Imagery 
Write the sub-heading Imagery

Deconstruct the image fully using Just as/so 
too...

Imagery

Just as......... (explain the literal 
root/what the image literally is)

So too... (analyse the metaphorical root)

SQA TIP: NO LITERAL ROOT = 0 MARKS!
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RUAE

“the road was a ribbon of moonlight”

• Imagery

• Just as a ‘Ribbon’ is long, flowing and 
glossy and ‘moonlight’ is bright

• So too was the road lit up, long and 

winding.



“Women are not only important consumers in their 
own right but they are gatekeepers to the rest of the 
family since they are most likely to do the big weekly 
shop and so control what everyone eats.”

• Imagery 
• Just as a ‘gatekeeper’ is responsible for deciding 

who may or may not be admitted into the premises 
and can close the door on someone he considers 
undesirable. 

• So too do’women’ have a protective role, and decide 
whether or not to allow certain items of food into 
the family home when doing the family shopping 



He would never have a party again. They 
were like vermin; descending upon the house, 
almost instantly consuming everything in 
their path, before leaving it bare and lifeless 
after they departed. 

• Just as ‘vermin’ are dirty, unwanted pests 
who steal food and are hard to get rid of

• So too were the people who came to his 
house anti-social and badly behaved.



It is clear that his time in Scandinavia was vital in 
Casey’s intellectual development. During his 
discussions with university colleagues, ideas took 
root, grew and blossomed spectacularly in the 
Summer of 1963 and became a thing of beauty. I 
refer of course to the publication of his 
masterpiece, “Life and How Not to Live It”.

Explain how the writer uses imagery to make us 
aware of the way that Casey’s ideas developed 
during his time in Scandinavia (2).

Just as a plant or tree will take“root, 
grew and blossomed” suggesting

So too did his ideas…



Tone Questions 
The writer’s tone is developed 

through his/her use of one of 
the following:

word choice

imagery

sentence structure

TIP:FOR TONE, THINK WORD CHOICE, IMAGERY, SENTENCE STRUCTRE!

English 
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Tone Questions

You must begin by clearly identifying the 
Tone

• Tone = ?

• Use a sub-heading stating the technique 
which helped you to identify the Tone (eg. 
word choice, imagery, sentence structure)

• Analyse your chosen technique fully in the 
usual way making sure that you refer back 
to the question.

TIP:FOR TONE,THINK WORD CHOICE, IMAGERY, SENTENCE STRUCTURE!
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Tone Questions
Learn the following list of ‘typical’ tones:

critical
sarcastic
angry
ironic 
humorous
light-hearted/chatty/conversational
nostalgic
admiring
sneering
mocking

TIP: TO IDENTIFY TONE, IMAGINE THE WORDS BEING SPOKEN
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Evaluation Questions
Evaluation questions demand that you make judgements about
the effectiveness of the writer’s ideas or style.

Ideas

• Express an understanding of the writer’s idea (as you would
in a ‘U’ question) and explain how it is effective.

Style

• Analyse the sentence structure feature, word choice or
image (using the same technique you always use for ‘A’
questions) and then explain how it is effective.

SQA TIP:JUSTIFY THE EFFECTIVENESS WITH REFERENCE TO THE CONTEXT!
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Evaluation questions - conclusion of a passage
Some evaluation questions demand that you make judgements 
about the effectiveness of the conclusion in relation to the 
passage as a whole.

A conclusion to a passage will always do one of the following:

 Refer back to the title

 Return to/mirror the opening paragraph in some way

 Return to or extend an existing image somewhere in the 
passage

Mimic any other structure or language technique from 
somewhere else in the passage

SQA TIP: ONLY ONE MARK PER WORD CHOICE!SQA
TIP: REMEMBER TO THINK ABOUT THE WHOLE PASSAGE!
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Key Ideas Question
You might be asked to summarise the key ideas
in the passage as a whole
You should:
•Note the number of marks allocated to the 
question
•Include the relevant number of bullet points in 
your answer (5 marks = 5 key ideas in bullet 
points, 6 marks = 6 key ideas...)

This is an understanding question therefore you 
must use your own words as far as possible!

TIP: YOU ARE BEING ASKED TO SUMMARISE THEREFORE YOU 
CAN BULLET POINT KEY IDEAS IN YOUR OWN WORDS
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The use of Formal Language

Features include:

• Standard English

• Long, complex sentences

• Complex vocabulary

• Complex punctuation (colon, semi-colon)

• Impersonal tone

TIP: Remember to note the type of language used in the passage!
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The use of Informal Language

Features include:

• Friendly, chatty tone

• Abbreviations

• Dialect/slang/colloquial language

• Short, simple sentences

• Simple punctuation – comma, 
exclamation mark

Tip: Remember to note the type of language used in the passage!
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